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Jiaxing Nuomo Pet Products Co., Ltd. was established in 2008 in the Lake District, Jiaxing City, the company
currently employs more than 500 people, including design research and development of more than 50
people, sales representatives of more than 20 people, customer service staff more than 30 people; it's
NOMOYPET major brands have two branch sales category: NOMOYPET climbing equipment products and
pet water turtle music-based feed products.
NOMOYPET climb pet equipment item under which there are 7 major categories of products: reptile
terrarium, lighthouse lamps, mat material class, drug class turtle food turtle, turtles model, resin type and
resin basin avoid landscaping class.
Lucky's water turtles feed products have three major categories of products: Stanhope water turtle food
categories, loaded turtles feed Music Fund Music Fund category and class for fish feed.
Our full range of products, reasonable prices, is the largest wholesale reptile equipment manufacturers,
distributors throughout the country, and established long-term stable cooperative relations with them; others
are sold in Britain, the United States, Italy and other European countries, Japan, India other Asian countries.
NOMOYPET Products has been adhering to user needs as the core, focusing climb pet market development
at the same time, the quality of goods, the intentions of service, variety principles of operating characteristics
and puerile, has won the trust of many enterprises and praise, in climb the pet industry gradually establish
good corporate brand. NOMOYPET invite you to create a new world of pets!
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 Product Name: NomoyPet (Heater) Ceramic Heat Lamp E27
200w
 SKU: NomoyPet Ceramic Heat Lamp E27 200w
 Barcode Link:  
 
 Price:  Baht 580.00   [Product Details...]
 
  Quantity:    
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 Product Name: NomoyPet (Reptile Lighting) SunLamp UVA
E27 100w (3000k)
 SKU: NomoyPet SunLamp UVA E27 100w (3000k)
 Barcode Link:  
 
 Price:  Baht 380.00   [Product Details...]
 
  Quantity:    
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